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Chief Executive Welcome
Welcome to this edition of the members' newsletter. This time of year always seems a
particularly busy one as many companies have AGMs and Awards.
We are no different. At the time of writing we
have just been through the extensive judging
for the Cyber Awards which we are delighted
to host and organise. Also we are already
well into the organisation of the AGM and our
much loved Parliamentary Reception.
(Please make sure you have this date in
your diary!)
We are, as always, extremely grateful to the
many partners and members who offer to

contribute their individual skills and expertise
to our newsletter. This edition covers a very
broad base of interests from our brand new
email monitoring service through to close
partners in Fire and Rescue and also many
pieces of advice and news on the Cyber front.
There is a wealth of news and updates and
we are always keen to hear your feedback on
this communication.
I would also especially like to say tribute

in this Edition to our close partner, SFRS
Assistant Chief Officer Lewis Ramsay. Lewis
has been an excellent colleague and a
constant supporter and has felt like part of
our team for many years now. As Lewis moves
to his new role, we wish him a very fond
farewell from all of the Board and the SBRC
team. Lewis will be replaced at our Board by
Assistant Chief Officer David McGown who
has already been to his first Board meeting.
@MandyHL_SBRC

Cyber

Resilience
Week 2017

S

BRC was delighted to support Digital Leader’s
Cyber Resilience Week 2017 from 11-15 September.

The aim of Cyber Resilience Week is to help
encourage people to have the confidence to
talk and share their cyber experiences and
make us all more secure; after all, it’s not
just the large companies that are targets for
hackers. Often smaller businesses are more
attractive to hackers due to the perception
that they do not have the same level of cyber
security in place as the larger companies.
It’s important that the whole organisation
is aware of the risks that are faced from
a cyber perspective. Cyber security is
not a one-time fix; it is an ongoing issue
that needs attention on a regular basis.
Businesses spend a huge amount of time
training staff on health and safety and they
conduct regular fire drills. Cyber needs to
become part of this training.
To address this issue, our team of Ethical
Hackers here at SBRC published a new blog

post every day during the week, showing
some of the simple steps that we can all
take to help secure our data and systems.
Topics covered included strong passwords,
updates, password managers and two factor
authentication. All of these blog posts can
be found on our website –
www.sbrcentre.co.uk
The hackers also took over the SBRC Twitter

page on Wednesday 13 September to answer
a variety of cyber security questions tagged
with #AskTheHackers
Congratulations to Digital Leaders for a
great campaign and to everyone who took
part in raising awareness of cyber resilience!
Look out for future takeovers and if there is
anything in particular we can help you with,
please email us - cyber@sbrcentre.co.uk

A warm welcome to new SBRC members
• Motherwell Shopping Centre • VectorCloud • NSDesign Ltd
• Antonine Shopping Centre • Cumbernauld Shopping Centre
And thank you to our renewing members:
• Scottish Grocers’ Federation • SECOM Plc
• Westbournepark Solutions • dotScot Registry Ltd
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New Cyber Service Launched!
SBRC are proud to launch our brand new cyber service

SwiftPass

W

e are proud to launch our newest service here at SBRC. The new
service, SwfitPass @ SBRC allows users to monitor their online
accounts and lets them know if it looks like their account has been
involved in a data breach.
Users can supply us with a list of keywords
and an email address and the software
will constantly monitor various places
on the internet to see where and when
these words appear. The service will then
email users on a daily basis to highlight
links that their keywords have appeared
and also let them know if it looks like
their account has been compromised. If
it has an email alert will be sent to let the

user know that they should change their
password as soon as possible.
This will help give users an early

warning that an attacker may have access
to one or more of their online accounts
and allow preventative measures to put
in place, hopefully before any data is
compromised.
This low cost service gives users peace
of mind that their accounts are being
actively monitored to help them protect
their accounts online.

For more information on the service or to sign up,
email swiftpass@sbrcentre.co.uk
Gerry Grant, SBRC Chief Ethical Hacker  Gerard.Grant@sbrcentre.co.uk

Conference

So what exactly does the Internet of Things mean?
We all hear this phrase so much and yet do we really understand what the implications of this are for business?
Do you know what aspects of systems you should be focussing on to make sure you are safe? Are there
implications for GDPR - where do you go for guidance?
This is why in the New Year our annual Cyber Conference will be highlighting what the IoT means for business.
We are already amassing a wide ranging of really stimulating speakers to cover everything from smart cities, to
Wi-Fi enabled devices and the implications of an IoT supply chain in your business.
MORE DETAILS TO FOLLOW SHORTLY FOR WHAT WILL BE A REALLY INSPIRING EVENT!

 @SBRC_Scotland  Scottish Business Resilience Centre  enquiry@sbrcentre.co.uk
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SHADOW IT
THE SECURITY THREAT FROM WITHIN

A

re you aware your sales presentations, quotations and pricing could
be available online for everyone to see? And do you know this could
have happened because your team want to do their jobs better?
Most business people are careful about IT
security. There is lots of technology available
to reduce risk and mitigate threats – VPN
connectivity, network perimeter security, antimalware products, and all the rest. But the facts
remain that security management is an ongoing
process rather than a one-off investment in
technology and the human factor is at least as
important as technical measures in reducing risk.
However, when your team feel they’re not
being served properly by your technology
team there is a real danger that they’ll resort to
Shadow IT to make their working lives easier,
faster, and more flexible. Simply put, Shadow IT
is technology being used without the knowledge
of management or the IT team. In these days of
simple low-cost cloud services this can put a dent
in your confidence that information governance
policies are being applied in practice.
For example, we became aware of a Research
Director who prepared a paper using an online
presentation app. He didn’t realise that the free
level he signed up for made his work available to
all users of the service and therefore effectively
public. This would have been unfortunate as the
paper collated industry statistics for a lobbying
presentation to a government body in Brussels.
The Research Director found PowerPoint difficult
to use and had discovered a quick and effective
way to achieve his goal.
In another organisation a newly-appointed
Finance Manager prepared her monthly reports
by exporting figures from Sage Accounts into an
online spreadsheet. Unfortunately the online
account she used to access the service was
her own personal account, in clear breach of
company policy that personal accounts should
not be used for business purposes.
Two dominoes fell the wrong way this time.
Using the spreadsheet application installed on
her desktop computer would not have breached
company policy, and Sage Accounts was capable
of producing the reports she needed.
The company policy on personal online
accounts existed to prevent any association of
individuals’ personal online activity with the
company’s reputation and good standing. The
search engines’ ability to target advertising

by tracking personal activity is a real concern
because a visit to the darker side of the internet
may become visible to relevant authorities. If
personal and business online service accounts
become confused there can be implications for
the employer.
It should be difficult for a computer user to
install unauthorised software on a well-managed
computer system. The user will sign on to the
corporate network with limited permissions to
reduce the threat from malware. Without at least
local administrative rights it is not then possible
to install software without the knowledge of the
IT team.
However, it is now so easy to sign up for the
free level of an interesting-looking online app that
old rules no longer apply. There are thought to
be around 20,000 business apps available online
and many will be professionally managed and
secured. Inevitably there are thousands which
are less well developed and your colleagues
can’t be expected to find the differences without
support.
Shadow IT gets used because people want
to do more, better and faster. These are often
social rather than technical drivers of behaviour
so the first stage of risk management is to have
conversations.
The two cases mentioned above arose from
a lack of awareness. These were senior people
in their organisations but their roles were not
technical. A chat around their need to produce
information and the dangers of their actions
brought apologies and changed behaviour.
The conversations also made clear the need for
training, even for senior people!
A lack of training might be encouraging off-
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piste exploration. Can your team use the systems
in which you’ve already invested? Which facilities
are available for them? Do you know what other
applications might add-on to those you already
have? For example, Microsoft add more features
to Office 365 almost every month; do your IT
team keep you informed?
You might have frustrated colleagues
who want to move faster than expected. For
example, are your marketing team using an
online CRM system without your knowledge?
The system might be excellent and suitable
for your business, but have your colleagues
considered and documented which customer
information is appropriate for upload to the
system? Depending on your industry and the
data you hold, you might also need to confirm
the jurisdiction in which the vendor will be storing
your information.
Let us assume that your IT team or outsourced
IT company are enablers for your organisation
and not blockers. If this is genuinely true, how
are they perceived by your colleagues? Does
poor service, even internally, mean people get so
frustrated they don’t bother asking for tools and
improvements? Set up regular meetings and be
prepared to share your business plans and goals,
within commercial confidentiality of course, and
expect pro-active technology strategy and advice
in return.
To summarise, ask your colleagues what
they’re not able to do, what frustrates them,
and what they would like to have to make their
job easier. A team using Shadow IT are telling
you they’re unhappy with the toolkit you’re
providing for their work. Discussing this and the
tools they’ve acquired for themselves could well
give your business an opportunity to be better,
cheaper, and faster. Seek business support and
budget advice from your technology team,
and appreciate that the cost of doing the job
promptly and properly is much less than the
potential damage from allowing activity in the
shadows.

Archie Bell is CEO of Edinburgh-based Excellimore, who have been
providing outsourced IT management since 1998. They’re still working
for their very first customer, and the Excellimore team now help
Scottish-based customers manage their technology from Newtonmore
to Nairobi. Find out more at www.xlmr.co.uk.
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Cyber resilience at

C

ENSIS is the industry-led centre of excellence for sensor and
imaging systems (SIS) and is a key part of the developing innovation
landscape in Scotland.
It is one of eight Innovation Centres backed by
the Scottish Government with support from
its enterprise agencies and universities, and its
goal is to create sustainable economic value
in the Scottish economy in the important and
diverse domain of sensor and imaging systems
and the Internet of Things (IoT).
Digital technology is profoundly impacting
every aspect of modern life, just as the internet
began to in the 1990s. We are on the cusp of
a fourth industrial revolution, at the birth of
a truly ‘cyber-physical’ future, in which IoT
is the interface between the physical and
digital worlds. This upheaval is driven by the
emergence of a new and pervasive ability to
monitor, understand and respond within the
digital realm. It is sensor systems in turn, that
enable this monitoring and conversion of data
captured into information on which to base
subsequent understanding and response
planning.
Just imagine how sensor-based IoT
technologies could be used in a business
resilience context – real world examples already
include systems that can monitor weather
extremes and act to prevent flooding; manage
services and utilities across cities from street
lights to refuse collection; and provide the NHS
with a clearer understanding how its buildings
and moveable assets are being used.
The commitment to deliver a national Long
Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) to
connect these IoT devices and place Scotland at
the cutting edge of IoT technology has already
been made by the Scottish Government in its

latest Digital Strategy for Scotland, published
in March 2017. In fact, the rollout has already
begun – CENSIS and its industry partners
launched Scotland’s first LoRaWAN network in
Glasgow in summer 2016.
As our lives become increasingly reliant on
digital infrastructure, threats are emerging
that can challenge and compromise these
‘smart’ systems. The rapid growth in IoT
devices, services and interconnectivity coupled
with ever more sophisticated cyber attacks
highlights how vulnerable IoT can be. It is vital
that the technology industry understands
the importance of designing security in to its
devices and services and is doing all it can to
protect users from potential attack.
As part of its remit to nurture the growth
of Scottish business, CENSIS is delivering
several projects and activities designed to help
industry address these security issues; building
resilience from the ground up in the design and
delivery of IoT devices, services and networks.
CENSIS’ IoT Centre helps industry –
particularly SMEs - overcome challenges in
product development. By working alongside
our industry-experienced engineering team
and connecting to the wider community,
companies can get the help they need to
develop or prototype solutions that exhibit
resilience and have security baked in to the
core of the device.
Our ‘IoT Explorer’ programme, launched
in August 2017, offers a support package for
seven companies over six months to develop
an IoT idea, including engineering support,
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workshops and one-to-one advice from cyber
security experts on how to protect against a
range of threats and vulnerabilities.
Earlier this year we teamed up with
researchers from the Scottish Informatics and
Computer Science Alliance (SICSA) for an ‘IoT
meets cyber security’ workshop, exploring best
practice for protecting IoT devices and services
and examining the potential for innovation in
the space. Cyber security will be at the heart
of several talks at our annual conference on 2
November, including one from Professor Bill
Buchanan of Edinburgh Napier University on
risks for existing IoT systems, and the need to
embed security into new designs.
Finally, as part of wider engagement with
Scotland’s world-class researchers, we are
exploring the potential for penetration testing
of LoRaWAN networks, and look forward
to making an announcement soon about
another collaborative project between CENSIS,
an industry partner and a leading Scottish
university.
In short, CENSIS offers a great deal to help
companies address the challenge to improve
cyber security through good design – from
our industry experienced engineers, to hot
desk space, access to tools and software,
and connections to the wider Scottish supply
chain. Businesses or organisations interested
in finding out how to build their own networks
of resilience against cyber crime are invited to
approach CENSIS for an informal discussion.
Dr Graham Kerr,
Technical Director,
CENSIS
 info@censis.org.uk
 www.censis.org.uk
 @CENSIS121
 0141 330 3876
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Who has to
comply with

GDPR?

T

here are now 7 months left before
the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) enters into
force and the discussions with IT
operations, data protection officers
(DPOs), compliance managers and
lawyers are focusing on what data is
subject to GDPR, where is it and the
kind of additional protections GDPR
requires.
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Nevertheless there still seems to be
a lot of confusion even about basic
concepts that determine the scope of
the GDPR challenge an organisation
is facing. This is not surprising. A
study conducted by Symantec in 2016
showed that 96% of organisations do
not fully understand GDPR.
One of the most frequent
questions I encounter when talking
to organisations and business
executives that grapple to understand
the size of their GDPR “problem”,
is whether a particular data set is
subject to GDPR at all? To answer
that question we need to look at two
often misunderstood notions, that of

jurisdiction and that of personal data.
The jurisdiction under GDPR or
“Territorial Scope” under Article 3
is one of the most misunderstood
provisions. I am often asked the
question whether “An individual who
is an EU citizen and has his/her data
captured and processed outside the
EU can claim GDPR protection for that
data”? i.e. In practical terms, whether
myself as an EU citizen shopping using
my credit card at the Dubai airport
can expect GDPR applicability and
protection for my data when dealing
with the local UAE merchant by virtue
of the fact that I am European.
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The short answer to that
question is “no”
GDPR does not apply because nationality of the data subject
is not a criterion for GDPR application. In fact even residency
is not a criterion for GDPR application.
The critical question under Article 3 is whether the data
subject (not EU national but any national) is in Europe at the
time of the collection, or whether the organisation collecting
data is targeting the European territory (while not established
in Europe) and of course there is also commonly-found
establishment in Europe criterion.
An organisation established in Europe processes personal data,
i.e. A European company processes the data of its global 		
employee workforce
A data subject is in Europe (even if not an EU citizen) and their
data is collected locally i.e. An American citizen shopping in Paris
using their credit card at a local shop
A data subject is in Europe (even if not an EU citizen) and their
data is collected remotely by an organisation that has no
presence in Europe but targets remotely to offer goods/services
in Europe i.e. A UAE citizen in Brussels buying online tickets from
a Gulf-based airline on its Belgian French-speaking website that
quotes prices in Euros.
In those scenarios the organisations that collect
and process the data are subject to the GDPR
requirements. In short the criterion for GDPR
implementation when it comes to the data
subject will not be the nationality but rather
the location of the data subject at the time of
collection.
For GDPR to apply it’s not enough that
one collects data of a data subject within
the European Union. The data should also
be “personal”. The notion of personal data is
broad and includes any information that is
reasonably likely to lead to the direct or indirect
identification of a living individual either by the
data controller or by any other person.
Practically, this means that an email address
containing the name of an employee can be
personal data, or a pseudonym to which the
employer has easy access to (e.g. a username)
or even computer network information on the
basis of which the identify of someone can be
inferred. GDPR applies to all personal data held
by organisations. Whether the data is held as
a result of a B2C relationship, e.g. consumer
of a particular product or service, or B2B, e.g.
business to business contact, or even as part
of an employment relationship, they may still
be GDPR relevant. Data collected about the
traffic on an organisation’s website will be
GDPR relevant if the data subjects are profiled,
marketed or can be identified
As the Article 29 Working Party has stated
in its guidance the key criterion to determine
whether a particular data set meets the
definition of personal data is whether that data
set is sufficient to “single out” an individual. In
fact with such a broad definition it is safer to
assume in case of doubt that you are processing
personal data.

A question I often get
asked is “what happens
if one stores/processes
data collected outside
the EU into the EU. Would
they be subject to GDPR?”
I would argue that in such a scenario the data
subjects whose data is collected outside the
EU cannot claim the benefits of EU law for data
subject rights such as the right to be forgotten.
However because the processor is established
in the EU, the data has some GDPR protection
because GDPR applies due to the processing
organisation’s establishment. Therefore
provisions like the security and accountability
obligations apply to the processing entity
even if the data are non-EU.
It is important to remember that GDPR
applies irrespectively of the amount of
personal data an organisation holds or the
way that it gets processed. Whether the
processing happens via a computer or a file
cabinet, whether the processing happens
on premise or in the cloud and whether it
concerns the personal data of 20 or 2000
individuals is irrelevant. GDPR rules still
apply. GDPR does apply also to government,
although not for activities that are outside
the scope of EU law, such as national security,
national defense and crime prevention.
The penalties however for government
departments in violation of GDPR are more
focused on naming and shaming unlike the
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financial penalties that the private sector
might face. The fact that the UK will exit the
EU does not change the GDPR picture for UK
organisations. Every statement so far by the
UK government suggests that the UK will
apply GDPR in its national law as if it was an
EU member state.
The broad definition of personal data and
the broad territorial scope of GDPR clearly
highlight why it has become such a hot topic.
A legislation that carries serious penalties,
crosses EU borders and has significant
implications for the way businesses collect
and process data would have anyhow
attracted attention.
Understanding what data an organisation
collects, how do they flow and which of those
are GDPR relevant are the basic building
blocks of any successful compliance program.
The clock is ticking and those already working
on their privacy compliance will likely benefit
the most out of the transformation GDPR
will cause in the market. The latecomers on
the other hand will likely face the textbook
challenges of project management that runs
out of time by having to throw money and
people at the problem.

Ilias Chantzos, Senior Director EMEA
and APJ, Global CIP and Privacy
Advisor, Symantec Corporation
 www.symantec.com
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Fire risk
assessment
Scottish Government and Scottish
Fire and Rescue Joint approach
It’s been over 10 years since Part 3 of the
Fire (Scotland) Act was introduced and the
process of fire risk assessment should by
now be well established within businesses
across Scotland.

This process of Fire Risk Assessment allows
businesses to examine all aspects of their
workplace in relation to fire, ranging
from the fabric of the building and how
it will perform should a fire occur to how
their staff are trained in how to react
should an emergency situation arise.
These assessments form a foundation for
businesses to work towards compliance
with current Scottish fire legislation and
ensure that their workplaces and staff
groups are safe.
The ability to carry out these
assessments, at times, can be carried out
by internal staff if they have the skills,
knowledge and experience to

do so and in some cases this may be the
most appropriate option.
Scottish Government, The Scottish
Fire and Rescue Service and the Scottish
Business Resilience Centre through
the Business Engagement Forum (BEF)
recognised that businesses, in the majority
of cases did not have the skills, capacity or
resources to carry out these assessments
internally and would seek to contract a
specialist to do so.
The BEF felt that it was important to
support individual businesses in making an
informed decision if they decided to secure
the services of an external fire safety risk
assessor.

BEF members, analysed current industry
standards, professional bodies and
accreditation schemes across the UK
and the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
now host a list of these schemes and
professional bodies on their website
www.firescotland.gov.uk
The Scottish Fire and Rescue service
deploy their Legislative Enforcement
Officers across Scotland every day to
engage with businesses, carry out audits
of their Fire Risk Assessments and make an
assessment of each workplace and whether
each business is compliant with current
legislation.

Assistant Chief Officer David McGown, Director for Prevention and Protection for the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
when asked about this joint approach said:
We recognise our role as the enforcing
authority with regards to fire safety
and I see a vital part of that role being to
support our business community in working
towards compliance and ensuring that , as a
regulator we are fair, consistent, transparent
and proportionate.
We recognise that a fundamental building
block of the Fire Safety process is the
completion and implementation of a fire
risk assessment and we felt it important to
give businesses across Scotland the correct

advice when they come to select a fire safety
risk assessor.
We work tirelessly to improve safety on a
daily basis but we cannot be complacent.
Last year we saw 1866 fires within nondomestic premises and yes, our analysis
shows that in the vast majority of cases that
these fires are small in scale and severity,
however, each one of these instances can
mean business disruption, lost revenue
or lost productivity not to the mention to
demand on our emergency response.
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I would hope that businesses across the
country consider our advice, look to secure
the services of a competent fire safety
risk assessor and work with the Scottish
Fire and Rescue Service to ensure their
businesses are safe , productive
and continue to thrive.
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On Friday the 23rd of June
British Transport Police held an
event in Glasgow to recognise
individuals and organisations
that had a major contribution
to Operation Scandium.

Metal Theft
On the 1st of September 2016 we saw the
implementation of the new Scrap Metal Dealers
(SMD) act. The main points of the act were:

Jim Scott, SBRC Metal
Theft Lead, seconded from
Scottish Fire and Rescue,
was awarded an award by
Chief Superintendent John
McBride for his Outstanding
Individual Contribution and the
SBRC received the award for
Outstanding Overall Support.

The introduction of cashless transactions
More robust record keeping
Enhanced verification of sellers
Enhanced licencing regulations

The new legislation in tandem with Operation
Scandium, which ran from June 2015 to March
2017, was very successful. Analytical reports show
a reduction of 52% in metal related crime with a
saving of £1 million to the Scottish economy.
Unfortunately, due predominantly to a significant
rise in copper prices (25% in the last four months,
and since coppers lowest price in 2016 to present,
the overall increase is over 50%) we are seeing a
substantial rise in metal theft related incidents
across the majority of Scotland. These include
substantial thefts in the Scottish Borders, which
caused severe disruption to the local community
and significant financial cost to the supplier. There
were also major thefts along the corridor between
Dundee and Perth and approx. 900 meters of cable
were stolen from a wind farm in Moray.
Sadly this is mirroring what happened in England

and Wales following the introduction of their SMD
legislation in 2013. Metal Theft reduced there
for a period of time but then increased severely,
one report states that this type of theft is up
approximately 600%.
The SBRC continue to work with Police Scotland
and other partners on pro-active days of actions
throughout Scotland, i.e. Op-Alternate. We are also
linking in with Police Scotland in hotspot areas to
try and reduce this type of criminality, identify the
individuals involved and raise the awareness of this
type of crime.
The next Metal Theft Working Group meeting will
be in October.
Jim Scott, SBRC Metal Theft Lead
 James.Scott@sbrcentre.co.uk

PO L

ICE

Retail
I

am excited to report that my work strand of Retail and Tourism is an
area that has real potential for SMEs to engage with, as well as develop
and grow their business resilience.
The last few months have been a busy time with our
Shopping Centre Managers who have embraced my
engagement with them. New member Motherwell
Shopping Centre is the first centre in Scotland to
launch the ‘Retailers Statement Pack Initiative’ which
has been running in West Lothian with Co-op and
Scotmid stores over the last year.
I am working with Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
to deliver the British Heart Foundation CPR awareness
workshop to Motherwell Shopping Centre security
staff, providing the community with more resilience

should there be an unfortunate event that
requires immediate CPR.
Further ongoing work includes the launch of
the Retail Working Group in October, which will start in
the West and will follow with an East and North Group.
Planning for the Tourism & Retail Conference 2018 is
under way and a number of other interesting projects
are being planned for next year.
Lorraine Jarvie, SBRC Business Resilience Officer
 Lorraine.Jarvie@sbrcentre.co.uk
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B E S T BA R N O N E

Best Bar None Scotland Updates
S COT L A N D

Summer Safety
Summer is a busy time for our Best Bar None venues and our
Police Scotland partners with various summer campaigns being
delivered throughout Scotland promoting keeping safe during the
summer period.

The combination of good weather (well
maybe), lighter nights and that summer
holiday feel makes for a busy time for the
licenced trade and there were some important
messages being delivered, supported by the
Best Bar None ethos.
A three month long national campaign ‘Safe
Summer 2017’ was launched under Operation

Myriad by ACC Williams in Edinburgh
reflecting the importance for Police to work
closely with local communities and the
licenced trade in conjunction with Best Bar
None schemes to bring positive measures in
the reduction of alcohol based offences and
violence.
Best Bar None 2016 Winner for Innovation in
Social Responsibility “The Garage, Glasgow”
hosted the launch of the #OnePunchTwoLives
campaign highlighting the strong
consequences of excessive consumption of
alcohol with over half of one punch crimes
committed under the influence of alcohol.

Don’t Ground
Yourself!

Travellers were warned
about safe levels of alcohol
consumption this summer
and our message from
Best Bar None was "Don't
Ground Yourself”

Recent reports confirmed an increase
in alcohol related incidents in the UK
airport environment and also mid-air,
and are urging Airlines to take steps to
encourage safe and responsible levels
of alcohol consumption with some
airlines proposing a 2 drink limit for
airport passengers.
Best Bar None are currently working
with Airports in Scotland as part of an
already established suite of options for
airports, to consider to promote the
concept of Best Bar None venues both
airside and landside within Scotland's
passenger Airports. Watch this space
as our concept develops!

Out- Of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest:
The Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest (OHCA)
strategy is a 5 year plan with the aim of
ensuring that by 2020, Scotland becomes
an international leader in OHCA outcomes.
The aim is to save an additional 1,000 lives by 2020.
Best Bar None and Scottish Business Resilience Centre would
like to encourage businesses and members of the public
to receive CPR training. So we have added this as a bonus
question to the 2017 Scoring Booklet for Best Bar None.
www.savealife.scot
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Welcome to our Home Town:
Best Bar None membership continues to grow with Stirling
becoming the newest area to be part of the awards. Stirling is
off to a great start with 12 premises signing up throughout the
Stirling City Centre and Dunblane area.
With the welcoming support of Stirling Council Licencing, Safer Communities and Trading
standards, Best Bar None launching in Stirling is a great opportunity for the city, coming in
at a time of change and development for the local business of the area with the creation of a
Business Improvement District GoForth Stirling.
Local Area Police Commander, Lynn Ratcliff, also welcomes Best Bar None to the area and is
looking forward to the positivity the scheme brings to the Stirling area.
Stirling University Students Union has joined the Best Bar None awards for Stirling linking
in with the Student Safety awareness campaign, highlighting the importance of students
staying safe and drinking responsibly.
1

Good Night Out…???
Kilmarnock, also a new Best Bar None scheme, were
out participating in Good Night Out..? training, which
provides invaluable insight and highlights the importance
for licence premises being vigilant in identifying
vulnerable persons within their premises.

Planning is already underway for the Best Bar None National Awards 2018 and further details
will be made available as soon as possible, so everyone can get the date in their diaries!
This year’s event will be even bigger and better, continuing to build on the success of last year. There are a number of
sponsorship opportunities available, if you would like to discuss these please contact Arlene Campbell at the Scottish
Business Resilience Centre – Arlene.Campbell@sbrcentre.co.uk
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Is it for your business? – YES IT IS!
Graham Bye, Scottish CiSP Coordinator explains what the benefits
of Cyber Essentials and CiSP are and how both schemes can help
organisations protect their IT networks and importantly enable them to
trade and carry out their business safely and securely online.
Advancement in technology has grown
exponentially and the growth of the internet
has been massive globally, probably the
biggest social and technological change
in recent times and certainly within my
generation. It allows people across the world
to communicate easily and reduces barriers for
businesses to trade and for public services to
operate more efficiently. But with that comes
a cost. As our reliance on the internet has
increased, so too has the threat of cyber and
internet enabled crimes.
Criminals are becoming more sophisticated
and use the internet to cause harm, from
stealing personal data or valuable intellectual
property from companies to the distribution of
terrorist propaganda.
The majority of cyber-attacks exploit basic
weaknesses in IT systems and software.
Cyber Essentials control measures show
how to address those basics and prevent
the most common attacks that could result
in the loss of money, personal customer
data and intellectual property. Holding a
Cyber Essentials badge will go some way to
demonstrating that organisations take security
seriously.

The Scottish Government, in furtherance of its
Cyber Resilience Strategy is in the latter stages
of publishing an action plan which will include
working with Scottish Public Sector Bodies to
ensure they have as a minimum, the baseline
levels of cyber security in their organisations.
Similar work is currently ongoing within both
the Private and Voluntary Sectors and Cyber
Essentials will play an integral part of all these
plans.

What are CYBER ESSENTIALS and
their Business Benefits?
The Cyber Essentials Scheme is a Government
backed baseline standard in cyber security
enabling businesses to demonstrate that they
both understand and address the cyber risks.
Cyber criminals are after your money,
your data, your customer’s data and your
intellectual property. With the EU General
Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR) due to take
effect in May 2018 holding a Cyber Essentials
badge will go some way to demonstrating that
your organisation takes security seriously. If
you haven’t taken steps to protect yourself,
take action now. It’s easy to get good, basic
protection in place with Cyber Essentials.
Cyber-attacks cost organisations like yours
thousands of pounds and cause lengthy
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periods of disruption. Do you have a plan for
what you would do if your customer database
was stolen, your website was forced offline,
or you couldn’t access your email or businesscritical data?
Cyber criminals don’t just attack banks and
large companies - they target any organisation
which isn’t properly protected, even small
businesses - like yours. Cyber Essentials shows
you how to address the basic weaknesses in
IT and prevent the most common attacks. The
scheme is designed by Government to make it
easy for you to protect yourself.

Why should I get CYBER
ESSENTIALS?
Cyber Essentials helps prevent the vast
majority of cyber-attacks. Even a simple virus
or piece of malware could result in loss of
company and client data, disrupt your cash
flow and take up staff time. An attack could
also put off your customers, stop you trading
and damage your hard-earned reputation. It
could also be reported in the local media. Loss
of data could breach the Data Protection Act
and lead to fines or prosecution.
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HAVING A CYBER ESSENTIALS BADGE WILL:
Protect your organisation against 		
common cyber threats
Show your customers you take this 		
issue seriously

Enable you to bid for UK Government
contracts
Allow your organisation to advertise
that it meets a Government-		
endorsed standard.

How can I get independent
assistance with CYBER ESSENTIALS?
Trusted Partners

THERE ARE TWO LEVELS OF BADGES THAT
YOUR ORGANISATION CAN APPLY FOR:

Earlier this year we were delighted to announce a Trusted
Partners scheme through SBRC. This scheme carries the
endorsement of our core partners in Police Scotland.
Trusted Partners is the group of independent
companies working in Scotland who can advise
companies on achieving that core standard of Cyber
Essentials and certify their compliance.

CYBER ESSENTIALS

Approved Practitioners

Requires an organisation to complete
a self-assessment questionnaire, with
responses independently reviewed by
an external certifying body.

CYBER ESSENTIALS PLUS
This covers the same requirements
as Cyber Essentials but tests of the
systems are carried out by an external
certifying body, using a range of tools
and techniques.

The Cyber Essentials documents are FREE to download and any
organisation can use them to put essential security controls in place.

Building on the success of our ‘Trusted Partners’ initiative
we thought it would be useful to extend this further and
introduce you to ‘Approved Practitioners’.
‘Approved Practioners’ is the list of independent IT
companies and consultants, known as ACE (Accredited
Cyber Essentials) Practitioners working in Scotland
who are accredited to deliver advice, guidance and
consultancy in Cyber Essentials.
A list of our Trusted Partners and Approved
Practitioners can be found on our website
www.sbrcentre.co.uk.

Cybersecurity Information Sharing
Partnership - Democratising the threat!
We now live in an era of increased cyber threat so organisations can no
longer wait until something goes wrong before responding, so there
needs to be a culture shift away from reactive mitigation to proactive
awareness and preparedness.
I believe that an intelligence led security
approach to cyber is required. Understand the
threat and organisations can then put measures
in place to deal with the risks and CiSP is a means
of accessing or ‘democratising’ that information.
To my mind, the development of CiSP was
needed to ‘democratise’ cyber threat information
to raise situational awareness and provide
businesses and organisations across all sectors
with the information required which will allow
them to put in place control measures that will
not only mitigate from cyber-attacks but ensure
that they can continue to progress and grow their
business safely online. In other words, make that
information accessible to those people who need
access to it.
The creation of the new Scottish CiSP
Coordinator role has without doubt provided an
opportunity to raise that awareness in Scotland
and marks a real endorsement of the Scottish
Government’s commitment to promoting
cyber resilience in Scotland. Attendance and
presentations at numerous cyber related events
and bespoke presentations to membership
bodies and individual businesses in recent
months has seen a healthy 100% increase in the
membership of SciNet, the Scottish Business
Community Group on CiSP and I am confident
that this increase will continue.

What is the Cyber-security Information
Sharing Partnership (CiSP)?
The cyber threat does not become a managed

organisational risk until it is understood. Good
situational awareness is key to managing this
risk.
The CiSP is a joint industry and government
scheme based in the National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC) designed to deliver situational
awareness to its members and encourage the
sharing of information on cyber risk to enable
others to adopt appropriate mitigation.
CiSP is a secure social networking platform
that enables its members to receive the latest
cyber threat and vulnerability information
and exchange information on threats and
vulnerabilities as they occur in real time.

Who is CiSP for?
CiSP is funded by the UK Government through
the National Cyber Security Programme and is
offered as a free service and is primarily aimed
at organisations of any size who manage IT
networks in the UK.

What are the CiSP products?
CiSP produces a wide range of products to cater
for organisations at all levels of cyber maturity.
These include, but are not limited to:

Alerts and Advisories, including from national
and international partners
Best practice and guidance documents on
common themes
Quarterly Reports on threat trends
Malware and phishing email analysis

What are the Benefits of CiSP?
Engagement with industry and government
counterparts in a secure environment
Early warning of cyber threats
Ability to learn from experiences, mistakes and
successes of others and seek advice
An improved ability to protect your 		
organisation’s network
Access to subject or sector specific content
- including vulnerabilities, latest incidents and
exercising
Access to free network reporting tools to help
protect organisational security.
Improved cyber situational awareness at no
costs to your organisation.

How does CiSP operate in Scotland?
CiSP has entered into a partnership with law
enforcement to set up regional groups for
organisations to share threat and vulnerability
information with other organisations in their
region. The Scottish Information Sharing
Network (SCiNET Group) has been set up as a
community on CiSP for Scottish Businesses to
engage.
CiSP is a tool for every kind of organisation
within the UK, regardless of their cyber
maturity or location. The regional groups allow
organisations with less resource to spend on
cyber-security access to threat information and
recommended actions for free.

For further information on Cyber Essentials or how to join the CiSP visit
www.cyberaware.gov.uk/cyberessentials/ or www.ncsc.gov.uk/cisp/ or
alternatively contact Graham Bye, Scottish CiSP Co-ordinator
(graham.bye@sbrcentre.co.uk)
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Information
Security in Higher
Education

The University
of Edinburgh is
one of the world’s
leading academic
institutions,
internationally
recognised for
the quality of its
teaching, research
and wider
economic and
social impact.

The University, founded in 1583, is enjoying a
particularly successful period and has been ranked
17th in the world in the QS World ranking since
2013. With a broad digital footprint that supports
a dynamic and vibrant community of 37,400 staff
and more than 12,000 staff the diverse structure and
wide range of activity undertaken at the University
presents some interesting information security
challenges. The University recently appointed Alistair
Fenemore as their Chief Information Security Officer
to lead the development and implementation of a
refreshed information security strategy that support
the University’s expansion plans. Alistair provides
some reflections on the latest steps in the journey.
In common with any successful organisation, the
University of Edinburgh operates in an increasingly
digital world, with interconnectivity across users,
devices and data driving innovation and growth. Our
ability to operate effectively is heavily dependent on
the internet – a tool of opportunity, but also a source
of complex risks from a wide range of threats. These

PROCESSES
Robust governance underpins
managing the information
security risk facing the University.
The refreshed information
security policy will bring clarity and direction
and provide details on what each area of
the University needs to do. We are also
developing supporting Standards to define
controls to help achieve the outcomes we
need and to meet the requirements for data
protection legislation.

come from different directions, each with their own
agenda and motivation. Be it financially motivated
cyber criminals, individuals or groups of hacktivists
or disgruntled, careless or untrained internal staff
we have to be able to prevent and detect all kinds of
threats. Although the University may not be directly
at risk all of the time, we must ensure that everyone
who uses University systems or data understands
them and knows what to do to help prevent our data
being compromised.
There is no magic ‘silver bullet’ to deploy to
provide complete cyber security protection so the
University takes a multidisciplinary approach to
countering threats and deploys a range of controls to
help protect against attacks. We continually review
external threats to introduce enhancements as we
endeavour to keep our data safe and ensure that the
balance between usability and security is managed
effectively. These steps include improvements to our
processes, deploying appropriate technology and
increasing user awareness.

TECHNOLOGY
Given the reliance we have
on our core network, it is
imperative that we have
visibility of the potential risks
that could impact this. Our membership
of CiSP helps identify potential threats
and provides invaluable information
when we are monitoring widespread
cyber-attacks that might impact us.

PEOPLE

It is often said that ‘people are
the weakest link’ when it comes
to cyber security. I disagree. If
we provide appropriate support
and training in this area, our people will
become our greatest asset and help identify
issues or gaps in our processes and controls.
We are working with internal and external
partners to build an ongoing awareness
campaign to help bring this to life and try to
demystify ‘cyber’ and make it relevant to our
staff and students.

www.ed.ac.uk
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Fire Safety
Third Party Certification
to ensure competence

Whilst fire safety has been amplified on high rise buildings
post Grenfell, there should be significant attention paid
to the quality of fire risk assessments and subsequent
required works carried out at these and all other relevant,
life risk premises.
The reports following the major fires at
Lakanal House, Rosepark care home and
many others have highlighted the need to
start with a competent fire risk assessment
and then keep it regularly updated.
Despite the fire safety legislation
requirements, which came into force over
10 years ago, changing the responsibility
from the Fire and Rescue Service to the
Duty holder, there are still no statutory
requirements for the competence of a Fire
Risk Assessor, even in high risk premises.
Whilst there can never be absolute
certainty that even the most experienced
Fire Risk Assessor will be able to inspect
and analyse every part of the building’s
construction – for example, there are parts
that will be inaccessible when a building
is completed and without extensive reexamination, material test reports have
to be taken at face value, a competent
assessor will recognize and highlight any
potential concerns.
After the Lakanal House fire a Competency
Council made up of experts from across the

fire industry was established and produced
a ‘Guide for Choosing a Competent Fire
Risk Assessor’ which is now available
through the Fire Sector Federation. This
highlighted the need for assessors to be
qualified through a professional body
and that companies providing the service
should be third party certificated by a
UKAS accredited certification body – even
if they are a sole provider. The largest of
these organisation certification schemes is
the BAFE SP205 register.
The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
recently published new guidance on fire
safety stating:
“One way of verifying the competence of an
individual assessor is to select the assessor

from a list of competent fire risk assessors
maintained by a professional body or a
UKAS accredited third party certification
body.”
BAFE is the national register of fire
protection organisations who are
independently audited and third party
certificated via a UKAS accredited
certification body. This is to ensure
competence in specific areas of fire
safety. BAFE registration is only earned
through annual compliance with the
scheme requirements, which follow British
Standards and best practice, and the
promotion of competence is our principle
aim.
We strongly recommend any person
responsible for fire protection to demand
third party certificated organisations for
their fire safety requirements. It is also
vitally important to check their certification
is for the specific area of fire safety you
require. This ensures they have been
audited to deliver safe and competent
works for a specific service.

For further information or to search free to find competent
fire protection companies near you please visit
www.bafe.org.uk
Douglas Barnett, BAFE Chairman, will be speaking at the
SBRC’s Annual Parliamentary Reception 26th October 2017.
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How resilient
is your
organisation?

N

ote the question. It’s not; are you resilient? That’s because the follow up
question is normally; How do you know? Essentially, we’re not looking
for a yes / no response as we’d rather see the evidence for ourselves.
Do you have an emergency plan or a crisis
management plan in place? Has the plan
been tested, either in real time or in an
exercise? Do you have a crisis team trained
and equipped to deal with the emergency?
These are just a few of the many
questions we pose to potential clients at
commencement of a consultation. Whether
we’re talking resilience audits, testing or
exercising plans or training people in crisis
response – we need to know what is already
in place – How resilient are you right now
and how can we add some value to your
level of preparedness?
In a previous consultation, we were asked
to assess the worth of a multi-agency crisis
plan prepared by the lead agency in the
venture. A major component of the plan
was the evacuation of people in the event
of a fire. Our initial thoughts were that the
plan was aspirational and that the various
players did not possess the required level of
assets and resources to effectively activate
the plan, or perform the functions and
tasks outlined. The now slightly worried
client asked how we could confirm our
findings and we proposed writing a multiagency table top exercise, including all

the key players signed up to the plan. The
exercise was based on a robust but credible
scenario and signed off in advance by all
participants.
On the day, exercise play exposed various
planning assumptions that could not be
fulfilled in a real-life situation, major gaps in
the resources available to implement a full

activation of the plan and a lack of assets
required to safely evacuate people from a
smoke filled, burning building. Emergency
Plans can be a matter of life and death.
In our initial consultation, we had asked
the client; What aspect of the plan most
concerns you? The response was firmly
focused on getting people out safely in the
event of a fire, so the exercise was designed
to test what in effect was a worst-case
scenario for the client.
What is your worst-case scenario? And, are
you and your people equipped to manage
the crisis or emergency that might ensue?

At Foresee Associates, we offer the following key services and products:
Resilience audits
Testing / redrafting of emergency
plans
Designing bespoke emergency 		
exercises (table top or live play)
As well as training courses in:
Resilience management

Multi-agency incident management
Situational awareness, decision-		
making
Crisis communications
Incident briefing / debriefing
The role of the incident officer

If we can assist your organisation with any of the above, please check
out Foresee Associates at
www.foresee-associates.com
and contact us via the website.
Foresee Associates is pleased to be associated with the Scottish Business Resilience Centre.
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How to avoid the
risks associated
with business travel
W

hat preparations should companies make to cut down
on the risks associated with business travel?

The best way to support employees who travel
for business purposes, as well as to enable
business growth and deliver on duty of care, is
to understand the risks at destinations, and to
take appropriate precautions. These include
assessing exposure to risks, monitoring events in
the region, and providing pre-travel training. Pretrip risk assessment, education and preparation
can markedly reduce the likelihood of an
incident disrupting travel.
What is good practice for staff travelling
for work purposes?
Our advice to businesses with travelling
employees is provide pre-trip medical checks,
staff training on travel safety, understand the
medical and security risks at destination and
plan accordingly with proper risk assessment.
For those travelling, our advice is to research
your destination. Again, plan accordingly
and be aware of your surroundings. Arrange
appropriate transportation at the destination –
research ahead of time whether public transport
options are safe, or whether a car and driver is
recommended, for example.
It is always best to speak with a travel security
specialist, should you have particular concerns
about a destination, so that they can provide
your travelling staff with personalised advice
based on the risk and travel profile.
Have the risks associated with business
travel changed?
The increase in business travel means that more
employees are facing unfamiliar environments,
and with uncertainty comes inevitable risk.
Over the past 30 years the world has changed
dramatically. Business travellers have been
caught in all types of situations – tsunamis,
earthquakes, civil unrests, epidemics such as
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and
the Ebola outbreak, in addition to terrorism.
The risk that your staff may face while
travelling for work purposes is in large part what
led to the emergence of an organisation’s duty
of care to their employees. Staff expect their
employer to support them in the event of an
emergency.
Are some countries more dangerous than
others?
The reality is there are risks everywhere in the

world, and these risks vary from
region to region. The level of
personal risk a traveller could
be exposed to also varies
according to their personal
risk profile, their experience
travelling abroad, the
activities they will be
undertaking and
where they will be
going.
The important point
is that travellers need
to educate themselves
about the specific
risks in the destinations
they are visiting. It’s
the everyday incidents
that can catch people out.
The biggest risks to people
abroad are the everyday occurrences: petty
crime, road accidents, falling ill. How many of
you would consider road conditions before you
travel abroad despite some studies showing
road accidents being one of the most common
dangers to travellers?
Has 2017 been a more risky year for
business travel?
Whether it’s a riskier year or not, there are
always risks for travellers. What’s important is
that those responsible for buying and approving
travel, understand the risks and their employees’
exposure to them at each intended destination.
They need to know what’s happening and how
that might change, and what to do if an incident
occurs that could affect their wellbeing and
safety.
Our recommendation is for travel managers to
know where their employees are, and that they
have access to trusted information and analysis,
as well as having actionable advice for those
abroad who may be affected by an event.
What organisations provide advice for
travelling staff?
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO)
provide a source of information and advice
about foreign travel – including terrorism and
other risks you may face overseas – so that you
can make better informed decisions about your
own travel. The FCO doesn’t advise against
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travel
everywhere that
terrorists operate.
The FCO constantly
reviews the threat to British
nationals from international
terrorism using all of the resources
and information available, including
information gathered by the intelligence
services. There may sometimes be constraints
on the extent to which intelligence can be
reflected in public information.

Our own recommendations for
travel managers are:
Know where your travellers are.
Have access to trusted information and 		
analysis.
Have actionable advice for their travellers
who may be affected by an event.
Should you wish to seek further advice
from us, or feel your business would benefit
from further training for travelling staff,
then please contact the Scottish Business
Resilience Centre.
David MacCrimmon, SBRC SOC & Counter
Terrorism Lead
 David.MacCrimmon@sbrcentre.co.uk
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Accredited Certification Body

Secure, Certified
& Compliant
CyberAggress provide the Public, Private
and Charity sectors with a one stop service
for organisations to gain Cyber Essentials
Certification at the Basic and Plus levels.

Get Cybersecure Today!
Cyber Essentials & GDPR Training
Cyber Essentials Certification
Full System Cyber Security Audits
Vulnerability Scanning and Detection

01292 811 811

info@aggress.co.uk
aggress.co.uk
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Assessment – Recommendation - Certification
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SGF
RETAIL CRIME
SEMINAR
Exhibitors booking form 2018
The Scottish Grocers’ Federation (SGF) is delighted to announce a major
retail crime seminar, which offers superb exhibition opportunities.
The SGF plans to have 200+ delegates in attendance on the day.

Conference Theme and Aims
The Scottish Grocers’ Federation – the national trade association for the convenience
store industry in Scotland – is holding its annual Retail Crime Seminar on 6th February
2018 at the Police Scotland College, Tulliallan Castle, Kincardine in Fife.
The day starts at 9:30am with the
exhibition and the seminar itself
will finish at 1:30pm.
The purpose of this seminar is to
launch the findings of the 2017
retail crime survey conducted by
the Scottish Grocers’ Federation.
The opportunity to join 		
in the breakout session, 		
contact immediately for more
information.

The competitively priced exhibitor package is available for £295 + VAT:
Exhibit within the main Assembly Hall for the duration of the seminar
Company logo and contact details in the event programme and on
the SGF App
Two delegate places including access to presentations from Key 		
speakers, complimentary lunch/refreshments and FREE ACCESS TO
BEAKOUT SESSIONS
Opportunity to provide promotional materials for delegates at 		
exhibitor stand

Places are limited book now by emailing:
irati@sgfscot.co.uk or call 0131 343 3300

100th Anniversary
1918 - 2018
CELEBRATING 100 YEARS RESPONSIBLE RETAILING
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IT firm buyout secures growth,
job creations and vital local
business cyber-security support

T

hree long-term key employees at VectorCloud, a Glasgow-based
IT security and backup specialist, have been backed by RBS to
facilitate a management buyout – with a plan that includes significant
expansion and the creation of local jobs.
The move will see Kevin Mitchell become
Service Director, Ewan McKay as Finance
Director and Scott Cassidy becoming the
company’s Technical Director – all leading the
business as they implement an intensive new
growth strategy.
“The first 7 months of 2017 have been the
best we’ve ever seen in terms of customer
acquisitions” explains Mitchell, “this puts
us even further ahead than we anticipated,
meaning we can now start building on our
already strong 10-person staff team.”
A new flagship office at Lanarkshire’s
Eurocentral represents the next chapter in
VectorCloud’s already impressive story. 		
Mitchell expands:

“In terms of location, Eurocentral is ideal for
servicing businesses throughout Glasgow,
Lanarkshire and Edinburgh, it’s also the
perfect place to accommodate our growth
plans.”
VectorCloud’s expertise predates that of
most tech giants – their foundation in 1997
puts them into the IT world before Google or
Facebook - and even prior to most businesses
adopting email. Instead of putting them
behind the time, this early start has seen a
continual building of expertise, with the team
establishing themselves as one of Scotland’s
most highly regarded IT companies.
The well documented cyber-attacks of
recent years have seen VectorCloud providing

“The company began life 20 years ago as a result of
one man’s technical knowledge and a genuine care for
customers. Since then, we’ve seen incredible changes in the
world of IT – but our ethos is the same, we always start with
an understanding of our customer and their needs.”
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support that’s allowed Scottish businesses to
keep their doors open – even when IT disaster
strikes. With increasing numbers of fraudsters
turning their attention away from big business
and toward more vulnerable small businesses,
cyber-security has never been more relevant.
Cassidy highlights that “IT support is no longer
about setting up pcs and fixing a printer fault,
it’s now about providing 24/7 monitoring and
being proactive in your approach. Businesses
are becoming more and more reliant on their
IT network which is why we are proud to have
successfully provided 99.998% server uptime
for our customers over the past 12 months.”
However impressive the company’s
credentials and journey so far, McKay confirms
the buy-out is just the beginning of the new
chapter: “The funding we have secured
includes significant future investment, we
have a detailed plan of how we will double the
size of the business in the coming 5 years”
VectorCloud’s buy-out represents an exciting
time for IT in Scotland, significant new job
opportunities and continued investment that
will ensure expert local support for Scottish
businesses.

w w w.v e c t o r c l o u d . co. u k
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Cyber Security and Social Media
The real dangers behind your digital footprint.

T

he numbers speak for themselves - with over 2 billion active users
on Facebook, over half a billion on Instagram, and 350 million on
Twitter, the benefits to businesses can be huge, and we've not even
counted the likes of Pinterest, LinkedIn or Snapchat yet.
That said, the rapid rise of social also presents
a growing number of cyber risks - which if
not considered could result in disastrous
consequences. Especially if you've got staff!
Here are three common social media cyber risks
to be aware of:

1

Social Media Hacks

With so many active social media channels (not
to mention the one's you've forgotten about),
and possibly a multitude of staff having access
to them, make sure you're doing all you can to
protect against a simple password hack. Do you
have a password policy - not just for the business
accounts, but for staff personal profiles too?
Most business Facebook and LinkedIn pages
are managed by individuals who login to their
own account to do so, meaning any hacker
gaining access to them, gets direct access to
the business as well. Have you asked them to
stop using the same password for everything
(because that's what they do!), and are you
showing them how easy it is to turn on "Two
Factor Authentication". At the very least - get's
the basics of social media security right.

2

Cloned accounts and Social
Phishing

Deception through cloned social media accounts
is on the rise. You'll probably have seen it
yourself - someone trying to connect with you
on Facebook or LinkedIn which surprised you
because you thought you were already friends?
This should be a red flag, and is often a sign that
the "friend" has been cloned. The culprit behind
that familiar face wants to trick you, to gain your
trust, to learn more about you, or maybe just
to simply click on a link. If you received an "Oh
my!.. is this a video of you" link sent to your

private Facebook or Twitter inbox would you
click it? Would your staff? It might look like a fun
joke from a friend, but in reality it's likely a cloned
account trying to get you to download malware,
or trick you into some other malicious activity.

3

Sharing just a little too much...

Are you in the habit of sharing pictures from
the office? What about those fun 'behind the
scenes' live video broadcasts to help humanise
the business? Done well it's a great tactic, but
done wrongly, and you've just accidentally
shared all the private things on the whiteboard
behind you, like giving away your sales
projections, private mobile numbers, or your
website login! Check out our little social media
experiment from a couple of years ago to prove
the potential damage this might do to your
business. And again it's not just the business
activity you need to be aware of - are your
staff sharing too much, and leaving behind
digital footprints that can be exploited. SpearPhishing is now common place, where the bad
guys simply trawl the public profiles of your
staff, and send them very realistic messages
from the boss asking for money transfers, or

"remind me the password again..." emails.
It's easy to fool your staff if they aren't aware of
the risks, and how common place they really
are. The onus is on you to make sure they
understand.
Understanding the dangers of social media,
and how it could impact your business is just
as important as understanding the positive
benefits, not just for you, but for the entire
workforce, no matter how big or small the
company.
Cyber Security and Social Media for business
go hand in hand. Make sure you understand the
risks, take action to mitigate them, and ensure
Social Media delivers a positive impact for your
company.

Gary Ennis is the Founder and Managing Director of NSDesign - a digital
consultancy specialising in training both the public and private sectors in all
areas of Social Media best practice.
NSDesign is an active member of the Scottish Business Resilience Centre.
Their next "Embrace the Space" Social Media Masterclass is on December 1st
in Hillington. SBRC members automatically qualify for discounted tickets.
Find out more at www.NSDesign.co.uk or follow Gary on
twitter  @nsdesign or instagram  @nsdesignltd
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Employee passwords are the
weakest link - GOODBYE!
By Norman Begg, Head of Marketing, My1Login

Y

our greatest data security
risk is your employees’
passwords. IBM’s Cyber Security
Intelligence Index found that
60% of all data breaches were
caused by employees and
Verizon’s 2017 Data Breach
Investigations Report found
that 81% of hacking-related
breaches leveraged either
stolen and/or weak passwords.
Employees and passwords are
the weakest link – and it is time
to say “Goodbye” to the issue.

So why are they the weakest link?

When it comes to data security, employees and
passwords simply don’t mix. While malicious
employees are a threat, a significant risk is the
blissfully unaware or well-intentioned employees
who inadvertently put the business at risk by
being phished or using weak password practices.
These employees are often guilty of using the
same password for multiple applications,
choosing weak, easy-to-remember passwords,
writing passwords down or storing them in
spreadsheets, on their mobile, in Dropbox,
or sharing them insecurely via email or text.
Commonly, employees will also use personal
passwords for business applications. When these
consumer services, Yahoo being a good example,
are hacked there’s a domino effect resulting in
breaches to business applications protected by
those same passwords.
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A study of 6.5 million passwords by Mark Burnett
actually found that 99.8% of them were the
same 10,000 passwords. It simply underlines
that humans are pre-disposed to creating weak
passwords, and that we’re all very similar in our
choices.
According to the 2017 HM Government
Cyber Security Breaches Survey, 46% of all
UK businesses identified at least one cyber
security breach or attack in the last 12 months.
Concerningly, this rises to 66% among medium
and large firms.
With the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) becoming law in May 2018, and fines of
€20m or 4% of annual turnover on the horizon,
data security breaches are now a ‘boardroom
issue’. So how do you secure your data and
eliminate phishing?
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Passwords are not
dead – but they can be
re-thought
There’s been no shortage of high-profile proclamations of the death of the
password. Its demise has been prematurely announced for over a decade - Bill
Gates famously declared that the password was on its way out – in 2004. IBM
predicted that within 5 years the password would never be needed again – in 2011.
Over the years, initiatives have been
launched that have heralded the end of
this ubiquitous authentication medium,
including Microsoft’s Cardspace and the
Higgins Project, but none have come to
fruition.
Passwords are here to stay – if not forever,
then for many years to come; not least
because of the broad mix of new and legacy
applications used by organisations.

So what’s the future of
passwords?
The death of passwords has been greatly
exaggerated. Whilst there are moves to
use alternative authentication methods,
for example biometrics and token-based
authentication such as SAML, the reality
is that for all their ills, passwords still
represent the lowest cost, most mature and
accepted method of authentication and will
be around for some time to come.

The solution to the problem of employee
passwords being the weakest link comes
in the form of an Identity and Access
Management (IAM) solution that puts
password complexity, updates and access
controls in the hands of the organisation,
eliminating the need for employees to
manage, type, remember or even know
passwords. This simplifies access to the
applications that end-users need for their
job and satisfies the, often competing,
requirements of users craving convenience
and the IT Department’s mandate for
security and governance.
An effective IAM solution can be used to
automatically create random, complex
passwords for applications, removing the
vulnerability of weak passwords created by
users. With such a reliance on passwords
across organisations though, how can it
be possible to eliminate phishing? With an
effective IAM solution, these auto-generated

passwords can also be hidden from users,
removing the need for employees to know
any passwords while still providing them
with seamless access to their applications.
So, with this approach, how can employees
be phished if they don’t actually know the
passwords?
Not all IAM solutions are equal and for
organisations making an investment, it’s
critical to choose a solution which fully
addresses their challenges. These three
questions should be asked of any IAM
vendor:

1

When it comes to applications that
require passwords, is the IAM solution
flexible enough to work with all 		
applications, i.e. Can it work with
thick-client, legacy apps, flash apps
and all web apps?

2

For web apps, can the IAM solution
automatically update users’ 		
passwords and hide these from the
users - and can it do the same for
thick-client, legacy apps?

3

Can the IAM solution automatically
discover applications being used in
the organisation to ensure there are
no gaps in corporate security when it
comes to application access?

GDPR – Escape the exposure to fines by leveraging
technology
Many organisations are ill-prepared for the consequences of GDPR – i.e. the significant
fines for data breaches post May 2018. A key challenge is that GDPR is a broad area. It’s
not just about having secure systems meeting latest standards – it is also about having
robust processes for managing data breaches, for example.
With IT budgets stretched, the risk-based approach to data security within
organisations has clear merit. If two thirds of data breaches involve weak passwords,
then an IAM solution that replaces weak, user-created passwords with generated,
high-entropy passwords that are hidden from end-users is a significant step forward
in securing organisational data from being breached. An effective IAM solution helps
to further reduce GDPR risk by enabling organisations to demonstrate they have taken
the necessary action to protect personal data by restricting access to systems, and
therefore data, to only those personnel who have the rights to access it.

Summary
The statistics show that leaving passwords in the hands of employees is inviting a data
breach. GDPR has moved the requirement for an IAM solution from a ‘nice-to-have’ to a
‘must have’. An effective IAM solution will address the single greatest risk to data security
– the weak link of employee passwords. It will also address a number of GDPR compliance
obligations by controlling user access to systems and data.
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Norman Begg
Head of Marketing
www.my1login.com
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2017
Wednesday 22nd November 2017
The Sheraton Hotel, Edinburgh
Join us on what is guaranteed to be a fantastic and exciting evening.
A pre-drinks reception supported by ZoneFox will start the celebration which will
be followed by the main awards and dinner.
The crowning of the Champion of Champions will be presented at the close of the
evening by event sponsor PwC.

Event Sponsor:

Drinks Reception Sponsor:

Sponsor:

Media partner:

Secure your place at the event: Table of 10 costs £1000 plus

If you would like to attend or would

VAT, Half table of 5 costs £500 plus VAT, Individual ticket £100

like further information please email

plus VAT. Ticket price includes a drink reception on arrival, 3

events@sbrcentre.co.uk or call 01786

course dinner and a half bottle of wine per person.

447441 and ask to speak to Claire Melville
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